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Best home arcade console

Arcade1Up Who doesn't like to kill time in some classic arcade games? From Pac-Man to Marvel Vs Capcom, these video games hold a special place in the hearts of many people. And while playing them on a console port is fine, playing them on a home arcade machine is so much better. So if you have
some arcade fanatics in your life, here are some cabinets that you can offer that don't break the bank or eat too much space. Plus, they're great anywhere — playroom or whatever. Pac-Man Fever: Arcade1Up Pac-Man Cabinet Arcade1Up Who doesn't like chasing a new high score in Pac-Man? This is
one of the most iconic arcade games of all time after all, and the Arcade1Up game set provides the best home version of it that you can own. The cabinet looks and plays true to the original and it even includes the lesser known Pac-Man Plus, making some slight visual changes and gameplay for the
original game. For Ms. Pac-Man fans, we recommend the Ms Pac-Man Counter-Cade, which retains the iconic colors and artworks of the original cabinets in a smaller and less expensive form factor. For star Wars: Arcade1Up Star Wars Cabinet Arcade1Up fans This beautifully detailed set features three
classic Star Wars games based on the original trilogy. The games A New Hope and Empire Strikes Back are very similar, as both are line vector flight sims where you fly X-Wings with the flying stick of the cabinet. The game for Return of the Jedi is rather a pixelated interpretation of the original film,
recreating the most iconic action pieces of the film. Seeing the Star Wars universe in some arcade games is sure to be a treat for fans of the series and the unique control system is also nice to see. There are two versions of the Star Wars cabinet: one with a seat and the other without a seat. No wonder
the seated variant is more expensive, but that's the only difference between the two: the games, controls and cabinets are the same between the two versions. Shoot Some Hoops: Arcade1Up NBA Jam Cabinet Arcade1Up NBA Jam is a favorite of many 90s for its fun and exaggerated gameplay that still
keeps the central part of basketball intact. The game has supported up to four multiplayer players, something that Arcade1Up makes sure to maintain. Not only does this cabinet have four distinct sets of controls (two for each team), but it is also one of the few Arcade1Up cabinets to support online
gaming. So whether you want to relive the glory days with people across the street or the country, this cabinet will make sure that you can play together. Co-Op Fun: Arcade1Up Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Cabinet Arcade1Up Speaking of Multiplayer, arcades have never been short Great beat 'em up
titles, and the teenage mutant Ninja Turtles game is one of the best, especially for fans of the franchise. This four-player machine includes color-coordinated controls for each turtle that beats Shredder's goons. The gameplay is simple but fun, and the second game included in the cabinet, Turtles in Time,
extends on with updated visuals and more mechanics. The Ultimate Face-Off: Arcade1Up X-Men Vs Street Fighter Cabinet Arcade1Up There's no bigger brand of arcades than some classic fighting games, but why not throw in some superheroes while we're at it? This firm includes X-Men Children of the
Atom, X-Men Vs. Street Fighter, X-Men Mutant Apocolypse, and Marvel Vs. Capcom: Clash of Super-Heroes. Sure, you can recognize Marvel Vs Capcom as a name if you're familiar with the modern entries in the series, but these older titles are definitely worth going back to. With three fighting games
included, you're sure to spend a lot of time fighting your friends in these chaotic brawlers, there's even playing online for all three games. X-Men Mutant Apocolypse is certainly the oddball of the cabinet, as it is a sidescrolling adventure game, but that doesn't mean its inclusion isn't appreciated all the
same. If you're a fan of fighters, Arcade1Up's Mortal Kombat machine is a great choice, if you can find it. It seems to be sold out everywhere, including Walmart. But it's something to keep an eye on nonetheless. Dig it Up: Arcade1Up Dig Dug Counter-Cade Arcade1Up Dig Dug is all about, well, digging.
You have to cross the basement by defeating different types of enemies without dying to progress. There's not much more than that, but it's an arcade game so iconic that it certainly deserved a place on this list. Arcade1Up's Counter-Cade offers excellent value for money and is compact enough to fit into
smaller spaces. It also includes Dig Dug 2, which takes place on an island and has some new gameplay mechanics. Take to the Stars: Arcade1Up Galaga Counter-Cade Arcade1Up We have one more namco classic to browse, and this is the addictive endless Galaga. This is a game based on high
points through and through, with increasing difficulty levels as you progress. There may not be unique controls, but the basic gameplay is so well designed that it is sure to please any arcade fan. So many SNK games: SNK MVSX Arcade Machine Unico SNK has a terrific catalog of games, from fighters
like the King of Series Fighters to large sidescrollers such as Metal Slug. And this arcade cabinet from Unico packs in 50 developer games through the years. It's fantastic value, and with two sets of controls built into the cabinet, you can take full advantage of every multiplayer game. The actual arcade
machine can be rested on a counter if you want, but the stand included brings it upright for stand-alone use. Lots of games: AtGames Legends Ultimate AtGames While the cabinets we've listed so far specialize in specific games or series, the AtGames machine Ultimate takes a much wider swing. This
cabinet includes 300 fully licensed arcade games preloaded on it. Now, while many of these games are not particularly notable, there are some recognizable names here like Earth Defense Force, Tetris, and even the Super Star Wars Wars trilogy SNES. The cabinet is equipped with two sets of controls
for multiplayer titles. It's relatively simple to plug a Raspberry Pi to it for even more games. You can also buy the AtGames Legends control deck, which in itself has 150 preloaded games on it. The control game can wirelessly connect to the arcade cabinet as another way to play, or you can plug it into
your TV to play games right from the control deck on the big screen. TV-Compatible: Dragon's Lair X Replicaby New Wave Toys Dragon's Lair is an interactive cartoon of sorts. During the wonderfully hand-drawn animations, you'll need to complete some events by pressing the appropriate button quickly
enough to avoid dying. There's not much in the actual player input way here, but randomizing scenes and challenges does help keep things fresh. This new Wave Toys cabinet lets you enjoy the game at one-sixth the original arcade size. Although this cabinet is small, it is still fully operational with a
complete set of orders. On top of that, you can plug the cabinet into your TV to enjoy the game on the big screen. Next to the cabinet itself, you'll also get some fun little doodads like a mini laser-disk reader and a replicated user manual. Office Size: Tiny Arcade Tiny Arcade While the large cabinets we've
covered so far are fantastic for faithfully maintaining the original cabinets, sometimes you just want a cute Pac-Man cabinet sitting on your desk that works. That's exactly what tiny Arcade company provides, though, you probably could have guessed that of the name. These micro cabinets are decorated
to match their larger counterparts and include small controls that are ... very good for what it is. While these won't blow the competition on the water when it comes to actually playing games, they are fun novelties all the same. There are currently 11 different cabinets available for Dig Dug, Frogger,
Galaga, Galaxian, Ms. Pac-Man, Pac-Man, Space Invaders, New Rally X, Pole Position, Q-Bert and Tetris. The Classic Game: Atari Mini PONG Jr. Arcade1Up To finish our list, we head to the beginning. PONG was one of the first arcade game machines to be released, and this table version remains true
to the aesthetics of the original cabinets. You turn the dials to move your paddle, and while it's extremely simple, the game holds like a fun look in the history of arcades. The machine is portable as well, so taking it back to a friend's home (when that becomes an option again) won't be a problem. Check
the price tracking on the list, the third is a little different from the two Made by Creative Arcades, it is a full-size cocktail arcade game machine. With a reliable and durable design, 2-player games and a plethora of games to choose from, it's a truly fantastic choice. Design This cocktail arcade table
measures 37L x 28W x 28H and weighs 200 lbs. It has a different design than the traditional cabinet On top is a 26 screen with tempered glass on top of it. The screen can be laid flat or tilted upwards, depending on how you want to go about it. There are three panels, one central and two on the sides.
And as expected, Arcade Games made use of SANWA controllers and buttons, of the highest quality available. The quality of construction is truly remarkable and durable. Arcade Games go the extra mile by also providing 2 leather stools for you to use. Features This arcade machine has a library of 1162
classic games. These titles include both solo and two-player games. On top of all this, what this arcade machine offers is the choice to tilt your screen. The display screen can be laid flat with both controls of the side panels used. And if it's not for you, you can tilt it up at an angle of about 60 degrees.
Trackball is present on all sides and it shines as well. With trackball, you can play games like Centipede as they were intended. The Creative Arcades cocktail arcade table uses games based on Jamma. This may not matter to some people however, it does open up room for more DIY for those who know
what they want. With another jamma board, you can do some DIY. Verdict Since this arcade machine is not cheap, it has been made that this machine is not only a cheap knock off, but was built with particular care and with superior quality products to make it worth every penny you spend on it. Users of
this arcade machine found it to be the complete package with a 3-year warranty. To have a friend or family more, hosting game sessions, etc., this arcade machine will prove to be a very large choice. The adjustable screen pros comes with PREMIUM SANWA buttons and joysticks Jamma-based games
Cons Operating manual is not really that user-friendly Buy at Amazon 2. 4 Player Upright Arcade Machine Check Price Who doesn't like variety in their arcade machine? This 4-player Upright Arcade Machine is an arcade cabinet that provides variety not only in the game library, but in customization as
well. With a 32 screen, 4 player controls and much more, the second choice for this list is a great choice for just about everyone. Design For dedicated players, for whom the beauty of their arcade machine matters most, in just $400, Prime Arcades designs this arcade machine, including 2-sided artwork,
bezel, center and brand. This arcade machine is designed with surreal artworks that can add beautiful colors to the interiors of the house and a look of to your entertainment rooms. This 300 lb arcade machine measures 70 H x 34L x 37 W and has a 32 LED screen. The screen displays vibrant colors and
makes the visual experience more enjoyable. The solid material used to build this machine is a testament to the duration of its life. On the 32 screen, up to 4 players can play at the same time. This is a great bonus that comes with this arcade machine. features features Arcades are dedicated to their
products and customer satisfaction. The purchase of this arcade cabinet machine guarantees the life support of Prime Arcades. The Upright Arcade Machine is equipped with classic 3016 games from the 80s arcade machine and the 90s arcade machine. These titles include the very popular as well as
such as Street Fighter, Sunset Riders, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and much more. This coupled with the ability of this machine to house 4 players at a time makes it a very great choice for all. Because of its large size, moving it from one place to another can be a problem. Fortunately, this player panel
can be removed and then reattached. This will allow you to move this arcade cabinet machine through the standard size of the door. One of the most striking features of this machine is the 5-year warranty putting arcade players in high levels of ease and satisfaction. In settings, users are allowed to put
games in Adult mode, being as applicable as it may be especially for young players as well. The full-size system comes with an amplifier and volume control. In addition to giving not only a Joystick console, but an opportunity for 4 players at a time allowing a large number of players to play together.
Verdict With this arcade machine by Prime Arcades, your purchase is an investment. You are assured of high-end construction quality as well as durability. With over 3000 games and 4 player controls, this machine is widely evaluated everywhere. Its ease of use makes it perfect for an arcade machine as
it not only brings back the old feel, but reassures customers with the quality of performance. Pros has 3016 games. 4 players can play at the same time. Five-year warranty. Built-in volume control and amplifier. Cons Many duplicate games in the library. Buy on Amazon 3. Arcade1Up Street Fighter -
Classic 3-in-1 Home Arcade Check Price The FGC has come a long way in today's gaming community. Back when it all started, there were only a handful of neighborhoods and lovers of fighting games standing online to play arcade street fighter games. Arcade1Up brings this back with this 3-in-1 home
arcade machine. Not only that, but it has also been readjusted to take up less space than traditional arcade machines. Design Measuring and weighing 45.8 H x 22.75 H x 19 W and 58.5 lbs respectively, this arcade machine is relatively lighter than the others. The size makes it about 3/4th shorter.
Bringing back the old controls, it has high quality controllers and buttons that promise longevity. The screen is a real 17 arcade screen that gives life to this machine as before. This arcade1Up machine gives retro and brings back the vintage style of arcade machine games with a modern touch. It's also a
stunning view of your art or playrooms. The artwork as well as the way it was originally. As it is nearly 4 feet, it is quite convenient for spaces that are limited and cannot afford large machines. To get it done Much more comfortable for long periods of play, it includes additional add-ons such as an arcade
stool and a riser for ultimate comfort. It has a two-button/Joystick operation, so you can work in all sorts of ways such as grappling, blocking or jumping. Features This Arcade1Up machine provides the adjustment of volumes and selection menus of on-screen games giving real arcade control feels to its
player. With lots of high-resolution screens, this game arcade machine has many choices open to its players. Plug this machine into an AC socket and you're all set. There is no need for previous configurations as it fully supports plug and play. On top of that, this machine by Arcade1Up has a coinless
operation so you can go straight into the games. Being a Street Fighter 2 arcade game machine, this has only Street Fighter- Street Fighter 2 Champion Edition, Street Fighter 2 The New Challengers, and Street Fighter 2 Turbo games. Verdict With a simple weight of about 58 lbs, this arcade machine
has a classic box design that is well packaged with a price of $185 as the lowest. Users of the arcade world found its assembly fast and effortless, which saved a lot of time rather than the usual product assembly. Overall, this product has been perceived by many followers as an excellent source of
entertainment for the family or friend to gather with the utmost comfort for hours of play. Although it only has Street Fighter games, it is still quite a great arcade machine that comes with a relatively cheaper price tag. Pros Cheaper price tag Miniaturized design Coinless mode running Cons Has Street
Fighter 2 game buttons and joysticks are not sanwa grade Buy on Amazon 4. Cocktail Arcade Machine 412 Check Price One of the classics, the fourth on our list is the ABIVIDEO cocktail table. Featuring the best classic arcade games like Space Invaders and Pac Man, this one is perfect not only for
home, but offices and entertainment centers as well. ABVIDEO Arcades made sure left-handers and right-handers could enjoy the games without having to readjust. The placement of buttons on both sides makes this possible for all. Design This product is packaged with care, with a solid table made with
extra care of the hand, which arrives exactly as purchased by the buyer. Bringing back the memories of the 80s, this arcade game machine has an expert know-how ensuring first-rate quality for precious customers. Unique in one of the most hating features is that this cocktail arcade table is made for
right-handed and left-handed players introducing availability to kinds of players. Every part and every slice of this arcade machine, like its 22-inch screen, has been prepared and built with special expertise. Therefore, making it an ideal product to offer someone for their arcades or home offices. The 22-
inch high-resolution screen has tempered glass on top of it, giving it extra extra In the box, you also get additional decals that you can install. Features With the motherboard quite difficult to reach and use, tweaking some settings with these arcade machines can be a bit difficult. Especially if you're not
familiar with what you have to do. ABVIDEO recognizes this and makes it easier to change settings. Although there is no direct parental control in it, you can switch between free mode and quarter mode. As the names suggest, the quarter mode will make you put in a quarter if it is to be used. While you
can simply dive directly with the free mode. This cocktail arcade game machine is equipped with 412 classic games. From the era of the 80s and 90s arcade game machine, just about every classic game is packed into this machine. Its style and graphics mimic those of the original arcade machines which
is just great. The only downside to this machine is the fact that it comes with only solo controls. Although there are buttons, they are there for one player. This machine would have taken a higher place on our list if it had been able to support more than one player. Verdict With these high reviews and praise
sung on this machine, it really is one of the best cocktail arcade table. It arrives as advertised and contains the best quality service on every part and part it carries with it. Players also enjoyed the classic variety of arcade games in this arcade machine such as Karate Champ, PAC Man and Tron. Beware



though as there is a knockoff version of this available. The authentic is a 150 lb arcade machine while the copy is only 60 lbs. Benefits 22-inch tempered glass screen Controls for left-handed and right-handed quarterback players and free mode to play solid crafts and authentic pieces help extend its life
Cons Only supports solo buy at Amazon 5.Full-size Commercial Grade Cabinet Arcade Machine Check Price This arcade machine is made for those who are nostalgic and crave the retro vibrations of the 90s. This is the type of arcade machine cabinet that is most suitable for home settings of arcades
and gaming centers where one has the relaxation to be at home and the thrill of being able to enjoy their favorite classic arcade games. Packed with a ton of features, coming in several variants and giving buyers the selection of a large number of games, this one is a gem for all. Design SANWA Joysticks
have the reputation of being the most reliable of all. Not only were they used at the time when arcade machines were still a thing, but they are also still extremely popular throughout the gaming industry. This machine is available in 19 screens 32 inches. The price changes accordingly. It has a wooden
frame and a tempered glass on top, making the structure reliable and robust. The cabinet arcade machines are quite large in size and so you need to have the proper space allocated for them. With dimensions of 28 W x 36 D x 64.5H, this cabinet arcade machine will need you to set up a dedicated space
for her. There are 2 SANWA joysticks and a trackball in the middle. For this reason, up to 2 people can play on this arcade cabinet at the same time. You can plug this in and play with your friends, bring back the old sense of wonder that two people love to play together. Features One of the biggest
features that players can enjoy in this classic arcade machine is the range of 3,500 retro games. With so many games at your disposal, you'll never run out. Among this huge list are not only popular titles such as Mortal Kombat, but also some forgotten and hidden gems that you may not know. This
classic arcade machine cabinet, made for comfortable arenas that host retro-style games, carries with itself a 3-year warranty that puts buyers at ease. Also as a icing on the cake, Amazon provides shipping of extended parts in case broken parts or adjustments are needed which is quite rare today. This
home Arcade Machine Cabinet provides two handy stools not only for one, but two players and LED monitors, including a 26-inch and a 32-inch, quite impressively focusing on the sleek design. Quite large, the screen satisfies viewers with the sound system and graphics that add as a free one. All these
important features make this arcade cabinet one of the best. Another area that makes these machines one of the best arcade games, is the fact that it is a plug play arcade machine. The gaming community does not need to go through all the pains of setting up complicated instructions or manuals and
simply needs to simply plug in the machine, to enjoy this type of cabinet arch and start the system. There was one thing that stood out and was a little disappointing. This machine does not record high scores. This means that every time you reset it, the scores disappear. Its joysticks are high quality
SANWA controllers and its color-changing trackball seems to capture a lot of interest for young players who are always excited to welcome new designs. This gives classic arcade cabinets a more chic look. Verdict Rather than spending a large amount on separate parts of the machine, the whole machine
costs $2,950.00, which, although seems a little too expensive for many players, seems justified when an arcade machine provides so many varieties of games. It also comes with a very basic instruction manual in which users have comments as very easily understandable and accessible. Those who love
classic and original arcade games and always 100% to the touch of their past and so make sure you don't this vintage part cabinet. Not only does this very well-designed and built machine, but it also comes with 3,500 games and a 3-year warranty. All you need to do is plug it in and you're all ready. Pros
3500 game library SANWA buttons of high quality and joystick Plug and play 3-year warranty feature Against can not record high scores. Buy on Amazon 6. Street Fighter II X Replicade Check Price This Street Fighter 2 2 Replica machine is a limited edition with 2 versions of the game and was therefore
one of the best sellers in the world of arcade game being a fairly recent addition to arcade gaming machines. The street fighter 2 arcade machine is officially licensed by CapCom. He plays the arcade games Street Fighter 2- Champion Edition and Super Street Fighter Turbo. Design It comes stacked with
the Championship and turbo edition of Street Fighter 2, completely playable on the small joystick microswitch and action buttons. At 12 inches tall, it fits effectively on a stand, cabinet, or work area, and it can fit any collection-capable figures you may have. The replica street fighter 2 arcade machine is a
12-inch high machine with a flat 3.5 color LCD screen placed horizontally with excellent lighting. He expertly designed sodden wardrobe looks like bringing out the authentic arcade machine like a beauty with the marquee illuminated and amplified stereo audio for all sound graphics. Features Fans of
modern arcade games will love its built-in rechargeable battery that allows for unplugged play time of up to 2 hours. Functionality, it is very convenient with a separate compartment with a window and a transparent door to place your Fight Stick, making its appearance very attractive. The real downside of
having such a little cabinet is that the controls of two players are not on the box, rather, they will have to join the included controller to fight with you. This arcade cabinet allows you to set your own skill settings making the game really based on your own values and instructions that allows users to feel in
better control. Verdict With unimaginable consideration for authenticity, the RepliCade has fairly detailed graphics. Beyond the structure, the development nature of the firm is truly commendable. In case you're a retro collector or just just love street fighter, for $120, the Street Fighter II X Replicade is an
undeniable must-have. Room Pros for Collectibles Other controllers can be plugged in Rechargeable Battery allows unplugged game time Against two-player controls not on the Keys arcade machine can sometimes feel sticky Buy at Amazon 7. Prime Arcades Cocktail Arcade Machine Check Price This
arcade game is a full-size cocktail machine. With absolutely zero assemblies required, you can simply dive straight into and play classics such as Pac Man and Centipede. Thick tempered glass and a library of 412 games, this machine also packs quite a punch. Design This arcade machine measures 34
L x 25.5 W x 29H and weighs 165 lbs. Like most arcade machines, it has glass soaked on the with an LED monitor of 19 below. After designing the best cocktail arcade table, the controls are on the sides. It supports 2 players. It also includes two stools and a 19-inch HD monitor, exactly what is needed
for modern arcade buyers who enjoy innovative new technological gadgets. Overall, the quality of construction is just as durable as want and the buttons work very well without sticking. Features Product buyers were very pleased with the quick load of games and the blue lighting looks around the screen
which does not make it a monotonous arcade game, but rather adds a surreal look. Fast loading games allows players to quickly choose their own skill set preferably accordingly. You may have it set up to accept the coin or just free. And as mentioned above, this machine has a library of 412 games. Also,
it looks great at any convenient place in the house whether up against the wall or used as a centerpiece. Buyers were very noisy about how communicative Arcades Prime were and how quickly the responses they gave. This shows excellent customer service, especially with this product as it comes with a
5-year warranty. In addition, delivery was ensured with a minimum of time, often in most cases delivery of the product before the allotted time as well. Prime Arcades have also been appreciated for calling customers to ensure the satisfaction and safe delivery of products, something very rare on the part of
today's businesses. Building trust in your buyers is quite vital and a crucial part of selling your products and Prime Arcades make sure their buyers are in full confidence. Verdict Vintage arcade games make a significant comeback. This Prime Arcades cocktail arcade game table offers a definitive retro
gaming experience. It comes stacked with many of your favorite computer games from the 80s and 90s giving a nostalgic experience. Pros Fast Loading Screens Excellent Customer Service Is Promised Against No Trackball Price Is High Enough No Volume Control Buy at Amazon 8. Arcade1Up Star
Wars with Riser Check Price This is a classic arcade cabinet dimension. Being a partsless arcade machine that supports 1-2 players, it is equipped with Star Wars - A New Hope, Star Wars - The Empire Strikes Back, Star Wars - Return Of The Jedi. Design The Arcade1Up Star Wars Arcade Cabinet
allows you to have three classic Star Wars games in your home in a self-contained arcade cabinet. Arcade1Up has really established itself with the firm Star Wars. The marquee on the screen is currently illuminated, with a color logo for the game. The speakers have been moved to the top board, which
offers a much better sound. The thick flying yoke of the first Star Wars arcade game reproduced a little smaller and completely plastic. The cabinet has a 17-inch LCD screen. LDCs are fresh, beautiful and consume much less energy than others. Priced at $649.45, this Arcade1Up arcade cabinet is
available in colors such as Star Wars Edition, PAC Man, Marvel Mortal Kombat, and galaga arcade games. Features This machine easily plugs into an AC socket that has to be more convenient for players. This 5-foot-tall machine comes with a riser and two speakers that add a positive to the already
available, audible and good quality sound system. This product produces users can easily assemble, at most by taking just an hour to assemble. It comes with a bridge protector, something frequent players really like, a simple access guide, and accessible game setting menus. This machine also has
adjustable volume settings making it easier for users to play at any level of volume they choose. It also has multiplayer controls, so not just one, but several players can enjoy making it a common game game. The artwork, depending on games such as Star Wars and Pacman happens to be extremely
attractive and intriguing to the eyes. You should know that games with vector graphics, LCD show their weakness against conventional tube screens. Verdict Arcade1Up was applauded for recreating many childhood memories by creating this 3/4 scale recreation. This is an absolute must for any Star
Wars fan or a suitable player and players find it worth every penny. Well-designed Star Wars artwork pros give it a great look Only 5t high and easily manageable Cons Keys can feel sticky at times Some announced artworks are not available Needs to be assembled Buy on Amazon 9. Ms. Pac-
Man/Galaga Class of 1981 Arcade Gaming Cabinet Check Price This arcade cabinet is made for personal-use arcade games, produced by Namco in 2000. This is the reproduction of the house edition of 1983. Giving the exact scents of an arcade, this game cabinet takes you back to your youth when
these arcade games were at the highest peak among young people. Design With real arcade controls, it features a full-size arcade cabinet and artwork that is reproduced from the original classic arcade games. The arcade cabinets range from standard types, straight to cocktail types, the work being
divided into two sides. Ms. Pac-man on the left side and Galaga on the right making a retro double-sided art. It weighs 275 lbs and measures 24.5W x 33.25D x 68H. The old school design of this machine is sure to bring back some old memories of countless hours in the arcade malls. With real arcade
controls, it features a full-size cabinet and artwork that is reproduced from the original classic arcade games. The arcade cabinets range from standard types, straight to cocktail types, the work being divided into two sides. Ms. Pac-man on the left side and the Galaga arcade machine on the right making
a retro double-sided art. Features The games themselves are identical to the original version, but this time you have the option to choose regular or fast Ms. Pac-Man and original or fast fire Galaga. It features a 24-inch arcade monitor, giving a nostalgic view to Pac Man fans. It includes two of the original
games and four top games as a hidden bonus, including Pac-Man, Speedy Pac-Man, Speedy Mrs. Pac-Man, and Rapid Fire Galaga Arcade machine. Users were very impressed with the strong controls of the game and the quick joystick response that moves in smooth transitions without rigid glitches.
Verdict In conclusion, it seems to be the perfect grab for and the family who love arcade game nights and game challenges. Combining both Mrs. Pacman and galaga arcade machine was a splendid experience in this arcade cabinet. And as a icing on the cake, you also get some bonus games that you
may not have played in the day. Pros 4 hidden games Designed exactly as the original drawbacks A little expensive for the games it offers its strong enough fire button can sometimes stick and does not work properly Buy on Amazon 10. Doc and Pies Arcade Factory Classic Galaga Table Top Arcade
Machine Check Price By the Doc and Pies Arcade Factory, this classic arcade machine takes you on your back. It is a table machine and comes with 60 old school games in its library. Design With a good solid back, and designed to be made of concrete, this arcade machine is specially built to be placed
either on tables or bar tops saving a lot of space below all just under the price of $699.00. Therefore, it can be easily placed either in home game arcades or entertainment venues that require less space to be taken. By adding a touch of the old era, players can enjoy classic games on the 19-inch screen
of this machine. With a number of additional gadget options of the present, this game arcade machine has built-in sound options and graphics, making it more exciting for game geeks. This machine is also available in a number of colors such as blue, red and black. Features With a 2-year warranty, this
arcade machine has full-size buttons and a joystick. In addition to this long warranty period, the Doc and Pies Arcade Factory also promises lifetime customer support for this machine. Weighing only 50 pounds, users of this arcade machine, enjoy the explosion of past atmosphere they get after playing
the games of the 80s on this arcade machine. They are also delighted to have been able to introduce such games to their next generations. A major drawback of this machine is the fact that the joystick unscrews as you play. People who would visit arcade malls will easily remember that this was the case
at the time as well. Having to screw the joystick again is a real downer as you try to complete the level. Verdict Regardless of your age group, these machines offer a very unique level of fun. With an easy and accessible manual game instruction guide that is direct and simple for setting up the game, you
can go straight into the action. This machine may not sport high-end colors and illustration like the previous one but it really does the job done quite well. There are a number of retro games that 80s will enjoy in this home arcade machine such as Pacman, Ms. Pacman, Space Invaders, Froggers, Galaga,
and many others. Pros Lifetime support Provides additional gadget support as well as volume control Cons Joystick unscrews during the game The buttons are not as clicky as they should be Few titles in the game library are repeated Buy on Amazon Frequently asked Questions How much does an
arcade arcade machine The answer to this question is really subjective. The cost may vary depending on the quality of the construction, the characteristics and a few other aspects. The price of these arcade machines can sometimes go over $2,000. However, you may find some affordable and relatively
cheaper on our list as well. Where can I buy an Arcade machine? Arcade machines are not as readily available as they used to be. Popularity has faded, so it shouldn't be surprising if locating them presents itself as a challenge. However, the manufacturers of these machines do put them online for them
to be purchased. The 10 arcade machines in this list have links for you to check and order. One thing you should keep in mind is the cost and feasibility of shipping. What is the difference between a cocktail and an Arcade Machines cabinet? The cabinet arcade machines are much larger than cocktail
machines. They have a standing position with the screen set up vertically. When you use them, you have to get up because the height is a bit high. On the other hand, cocktail arcade table are arranged flat and are shorter. You can have a stool installed next to the controls and enjoy your games. How
much does an arcade machine weigh? Arcade machines can eventually weigh more than 100 pounds. Sometimes it can go even more than that. The technology and equipment used in these machines have been decades. Because of the weight and size, finding a great place for them can be a bit of a
challenge. Therefore, make sure you have a place decided that moving it is quite difficult. How can I choose the one for myself? Before landing on a machine, you need to keep a few factors in mind. Multiplayer or solo system, size and dedicated system or multi-games. Choose on one of them and decide
what type of arcade machine you are looking for will refine the list for you. And it can help you make the final choice as to which one is perfect for your needs. Conclusion With the invention of new ways to play games, the popularity of arcade machines has taken a hit. However, they still have a special
place in the hearts of enthusiasts who know what these machines bring to life. It is now very convenient to buy your favorite and desirable arcade game machine. With unique designs that bring a lot of color and joy to the areas where these machines are kept and their vast ranges of vintage and new
games give players plenty of options to choose from. All of these arcade game cabinets are designed to suit all ages, from fans of 80s and 90s arcade games to the growing younger generation who have a deep connection to video games and technological gadgets. Having one of them is going to
stimulate the atmosphere and ambience of the room or office, thus increasing productivity as well. After reading this list, you should have a good idea of what your needs are and which one is perfect for you. These arcade machine cabinets do cost a lot, but they are definitely worth the investment as they
can be by everyone. Each.
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